Inventor and designer Douglas Green established Green Design Furniture in 1993 to explore pioneering approaches to modern furniture design and production. His long-term vision is guided by the belief that honorable design must have an intelligent premise and superior craftsmanship, while leaving a minimal environmental footprint. Our furniture is handcrafted of sustainably harvested solid American black cherry in our Portland, Maine, workshop by master woodworkers. As confirmation that each piece meets our exacting standards, woodworkers sign their pieces, and the first 100 of each new design edition are inspected, signed and numbered by the designer. Green Design Furniture continues to faithfully produce and market the unique and novel product Doug first envisioned — authentic contemporary furniture that is as much fine art as collectible heirlooms.

Where Tradition Meets Progress

Extending traditional values into today’s modern design is a challenge well met with Green Design Furniture’s Neehi™ Series. Setting a new direction in the industry, Douglas Green designed the back panels to be removable, for innovative wire management and access to accompanying components. Created to display thin-profile televisions in an attractive all-in-one package, Neehi consoles place the TV screen at the ideal viewing height. Handcrafted in beautiful cherrywood, and designed and built to last for generations. Available in three sizes, with a wide variety of door, drawer and shelving options.

Signature Entertainment Furniture

For dimensions, special options and prices on all our products, please refer to our latest Specifications & Price List.
Introducing Doza Seating

Doza™ Sofa & Loveseat
An impressive addition of comfort and style to any living area. The sculpted back cushions provide superb lower back support, while the seat cushions have just the right combination of softness and suppleness. Standard cushion is a firm high-grade poly-foam, wrapped in cotton; or choose the self-contained spring unit surrounded by a luxurious down inner cushion. Designer leather and upholstery choices available. (Sofa shown with four cushions, six-cushion option also available.)

Doza Lounge Chair and Ottoman, see page 7

Doza Coffee Table
Mirroring the curved top design of our Series 2 Dining Table, the new Coffee Table has a split lower shelf for book or magazine storage and a curvaceous leg profile for a clean, modern look.

Series 2 Side Table
Artistic lightness of form imbues this graceful design.

Series 2 CD Chest, see page 10

*Simply stated: I love my Neethi and Crescent Desk. The seamless blend of function, quality and art is just beautiful. The creative assembly method used is not only easy and remarkably strong, but almost fun in how it all ties together. I am looking forward to enjoying these pieces for many years to come.*

Thomas C., Livermore, CA
Doza Lounge Chair
Designed with armrests carved from a single piece of cherrywood for a beautiful continuous grain, and finished with diamond-shaped walnut inlays. Provides the ideal ergonomic angle for arms and best posture for the upper body. The down-filled neck support, integrated into the back cushion, cradles the head for the ultimate in relaxing comfort. Standard cushion is a firm high-grade poly-foam, wrapped in cotton, or choose the self-contained down-wrapped spring unit surrounded by a luxurious downproof outer layer. Designer leather and upholstery choices available.

Doza Ottoman
Put your feet up and relax, with this ideal complement to our Doza seating.

Series 2 Audio Cabinet
Houses all your audio components and still looks beautiful next to period antiques. This cabinet is the optimal solution for homes with more vertical space than horizontal. Its graceful design offers an easily removable back panel, wiring accommodation and six adjustable shelves (five shown). Available with either vented or solid construction, and a choice of solid wood frame-and-panel doors or rippled, water-textured glass doors.

Uncomplicated, Inventive Sculptural Design
With the progression of our seating, from the early ergonomic approaches of the Classic Armchair to the new levels of comfort achieved in the Doza Lounge Chair, Douglas Green’s design process can be described simply as evolutionary. Evidence of this also can be seen in these additional pieces to our Doza Collection. The curvilinear-shaped forms of our Series 2 pieces inspired the Doza line, yet the movement to accentuating the curved profile by carving away material is yet another expression of Doug’s ongoing design innovation.
Classic Artisan Furniture—21st-Century Craftsmanship

Classic Sofa & Loveseat
Designed to gently hold the body at rest. Uniquely angled armrests support the upper body in a neutral position, while precisely shaped seat and back cushions comfortably bolster the lower back. For fabric selections, see Specifications & Price List.

Classic Armchair & Ottoman
Pair this chair with our Sofa or Love Seat to form an intimate conversation area. Our cushioned Ottoman is an inviting complement. For fabric selections, see Specifications & Price List.

Series 2 Coffee Table
This table’s edge models the signature double curve of the Series 2 Collection. Generous shelf space for book and magazine display.

Classic Coffee Table
Completes any grouping of our Classic seating.

Classic End Table
An indispensable table on its own or as part of the collection.

“I like that it’s difficult to categorize the style of this design—it’s Arts and Crafts, Asian and contemporary, all at once—but mostly I admire its beauty. The furniture brings a simplicity and elegance to our home, and I continue to discover its graceful lines and appreciate the care that is taken in selecting the wood and finishing it to perfection.”

Susanne H., Tennessee
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Create an Ideal Media Oasis

Removable back panels make it easy to neatly organize all component wiring.

Series 2 Media Credenza
Those who prefer to set their television or audiophile components on a pedestal will appreciate this unit, designed to support a large-format TV. Components can be placed behind solid wood frame-and-panel doors or rippled, water-textured glass doors. Same removable back panels, wiring and shelving as the Media Armoire.

Series 2 Media Armoire
Designed to house a 36” television and a range of electronic components. Removable back panels allow convenient access after components are in place. Unique vented shelves let air circulate, keeping components cool, and their movable support bars slides to accommodate units of different depths. Internal wiring portals facilitate interconnection of components within the cabinet—for flexibility as you build or upgrade your system. Six adjustable shelves, in vented or solid construction, and a choice of solid wood frame-and-panel doors or rippled, water-textured glass doors.

Series 2 CD Chest
Our practical solution to a customer’s request to modify our Anniversary Chest to house a CD collection. Ball-bearing slides allow for full opening of drawers. Each drawer holds 80 CDs.

Doza Bench
With a curving leg profile and truss support, our new bench can alternate as an occasional table or as a coffee table for a narrower space. At 25”, 42” and 62” lengths, the benches can fill a variety of seating needs. Also available as a cushioned, upholstered Bench Chair and with a keyhole option.

Series 2 Bench Chair, see page 29

Removable back panels make it easy to neatly organize all component wiring.
Series 2 Bookcases

Modular in concept, this system greatly expands our shelving and storage selection and allows for a wide variety of arrangements to address the particular needs of a room’s dimensions. Designed with beautiful walnut inlays and carved keyhole detailing. Offered in three heights, these bookcases are also available in single, double and triple bay widths. The Tower and Bridge System connects two 72" units by two shelves (29" or 40" length), creating a platform for a flat-screen television or for displaying your most valued collectibles.
Classic Bookcases & Étagères
A handsome display platform for literary hardbounds, home office references, family photos or special collections. Two sizes: 48” height with four shelves, three adjustable; and 72” height with six shelves (five shown), four adjustable. Bookcases have back panel; Étagères are constructed with an open back, allowing light to flow through.

Classic Printer Stand
A simple home office solution, with an adjustable shelf.

Classic Truss Table
With its Asian influence and minimalist appearance, our patented Classic Truss Table easily functions as a desk in your home office or makes an excellent conference or library table in a larger room. (Shown here with extensions.)

Classic Cantilever Armchair
Our original chair design inspires those who sit in it to linger just a bit longer. Its inventive design is highlighted by a sliding lumbar support that adjusts the chair back to the shape of your spine. Uniquely angled, cantilevered armrests support the upper body in ergonomic comfort, providing relief to shoulder strain.

Classic Side Chair, see page 27

Series 2 Two-Drawer File Cabinet
Add character to your home office with our refined file cabinets. The top of this piece is flush with the surface of our computer desks, providing an additional 30” of work space. Mounted on heavy-duty ball-bearing slides, even very full drawers open to full extension and close effortlessly. Accommodates legal or letter-size hanging files. Also available in our Classic top design.
When your new piece of Green Design Furniture arrives, it will have a light, golden tone. Over the next 12 months, the cherrywood will darken to a rich, red-brown. Darkening occurs gradually, as the furniture is exposed to light. The top photograph shows a new tabletop, the bottom shows a tabletop that has aged for a year.

Green Design Furniture works in American black cherry harvested from the Allegheny Forest region of Pennsylvania and West Virginia, an area recognized for its sustainable forest practices.

The Expressive Character of Cherrywood

You might imagine the sweep of a calligraphic brush stroke in the curving lines of this desk, designed to combine aesthetic appeal with practical ergonomics. Features the same cable management system as our Classic Writing Desk, opposite. For strength to last generations, the solid cherry top is a generous 1” thickness and the legs are 1 3/4”. With a choice of sliding keyboard tray or drawers.

Classic Writing Desk

The hallmark of our home office collection is its adaptability to a variety of settings, from the living room or the bedroom to a hallway nook. Available with sliding keyboard tray or drawers. The walnut-covered plug grommet for lamp, telephone and computer wires is another creative resolution to organize a smaller home office or a dorm room.

Series 3 Wall Shelf

Easily expand display or storage space. Slotted brackets mount securely with hidden metal hardware.

Classic Café Chair

The Café Chair back is more streamlined and a few inches shorter than the Classic Side Chair back, making it a good pairing with our Classic Writing Desk, Pedestal Table or a smaller dining table.

Series 2 Petite Armoire

This elegant storage cabinet brings order and harmony to any room. The Petite Armoire has two adjustable shelves, the Demi Armoire is taller and has three shelves. Available with solid wood frame-and-panel doors or rippled, water-textured glass doors. Also available with Classic top.

Series 2 Demi Armoire, see page 31

Series 2 Bow Desk

The hallmark of our home office collection is its adaptability to a variety of settings, from the living room or the bedroom to a hallway nook. Available with sliding keyboard tray or drawers. The walnut-covered plug grommet for lamp, telephone and computer wires is another creative resolution to organize a smaller home office or a dorm room.

Series 3 Wall Shelf

Easily expand display or storage space. Slotted brackets mount securely with hidden metal hardware.

Classic Café Chair

The Café Chair back is more streamlined and a few inches shorter than the Classic Side Chair back, making it a good pairing with our Classic Writing Desk, Pedestal Table or a smaller dining table.

Series 2 Petite Armoire

This elegant storage cabinet brings order and harmony to any room. The Petite Armoire has two adjustable shelves, the Demi Armoire is taller and has three shelves. Available with solid wood frame-and-panel doors or rippled, water-textured glass doors. Also available with Classic top.

Series 2 Demi Armoire, see page 31

Green Design Furniture works in American black cherry harvested from the Allegheny Forest region of Pennsylvania and West Virginia, an area recognized for its sustainable forest practices.

The Expressive Character of Cherrywood

When your new piece of Green Design Furniture arrives, it will have a light, golden tone. Over the next 12 months, the cherrywood will darken to a rich, red-brown. Darkening occurs gradually, as the furniture is exposed to light. The top photograph shows a new tabletop, the bottom shows a tabletop that has aged for a year.
Classic Computer Desk
Our original computer desk design, patented in 1995, was the first to feature the wide sliding keyboard tray with wire management details. Available in two sizes: 60” and 72”.

Series 2 Four-Drawer File Credenza
Two file drawers mounted on heavy-duty ball-bearing slides hold legal or letter-size hanging folders. Two smaller drawers add utility. Complete with our uniquely shaped, recessed pulls.

Series 2 Credenza
This downsized variation of the Four-Drawer File Credenza complements our desks in scale and utility.

Smart Office Management
We now include the choice of drawers or a sliding keyboard tray for all our desks in the Classic and Series 2 collections. Walnut-covered plug grommets allow you to cleanly manage all the wires from various components. Our selection of file cabinets offer the simplicity of form and beauty, without omitting the importance of strength and function.
Series 2 Crescent Desk
The exploration of elliptical curves and woodcarving technique took a dramatic leap in this design, later further inspiring our Series 2 Bow Desk. Choose the style with two drawers, which offers plenty of room for supplies and stationery, or the version with an extra-wide 45” keyboard tray, that still has room for standard office essentials.

Series 2 Side Chair, see page 22
Series 2 48” Double Bookcase, see page 12

Classic Four-Drawer File Cabinet
Refined file cabinets specially built for even weight distribution. Mounted on heavy-duty ball-bearing slides; drawers open to full extension and close effortlessly. Accommodates legal or letter-size hanging files. Commodious drawer interiors for abundant storage: 17¾"w x 15½". Also available with Series 2 top.

“Striving for unity of form and function, we aspire to create furniture that is both beautiful and beautifully practical—in a word: elegant.”
Douglas Green, Designer
Balance, Elegance and Graceful Comfort

Series 2 Dining Hutch
While maintaining a fairly modest overall scale, our hutch provides ample space to store and display a complete set of china, along with other glass — and dinnerware or linens. Three large drawers glide open to hold dishes, tablecloths, cloth napkins and more. The countertop has a plate groove to exhibit special items, and the overhead cabinet is ideal for tucking crystal away in a safe place. Optional plate rack available.

Series 2 Dining Table
A dramatic infusion of Japanese influence, recalling calligraphic brush strokes. The gently curving sides of the top have a sweeping, undercut edge that is irresistible to run your hand along. Available in 72”, 84” and 96” lengths. Optional extension leaves add 32”, providing seating for four additional guests.

Series 2 Side Chair & Series 2 Cantilever Armchair
Innovative ergonomics—as you sit, the cherry slats flex with your body, adjusting to your every movement, offering enduring comfort.

Our customers have expressed a strong interest in expanding the storage capacity in our dining room furniture. The design challenge with the Series 2 Dining Hutch was to find the right balance between the beauty, function and scale of the piece.
The rare work that expresses original thinking in its conception, mastery in its fabrication and visual grace in its design is perpetually modern and will always outlive fleeting trends of fashion. Creating a product that achieves this level of distinction is the highest challenge for any designer. Discovering the elegant solution only comes following a rigorous process that balances the relationship of brain, hand and eye. This is the central tenet guiding the work of Green Design Furniture.

Series 2 Sideboard
An eye-catching companion for any of our dining tables. Four gracefully shaped frame-and-panel doors open on a generous space that accommodates a 23” serving platter or tureen. Two drawers provide ample storage for smaller items.

Square Classic Pedestal Table
Ideal for an intimate dinner party or family game time.

Series 2 Bar Stools & Counter Stools
The popularity of our Series 2 Dining Chair lead to many requests for stools in a coordinating style. The aspiration was to maintain the lightness and grace of the dining chair while providing the structure needed for the stools. The final design succeeds by accentuating the sweeping curves for a more elongated sculptural form. The design of the new stools offers the same ergonomic benefits as our Series 2 Dining chairs, with full, interactively flexing back supports.

Series 2 Hall Table
The first piece in the Green Design Furniture line to have the signature curved top and shelf surface, with a tapered and beveled edge. Gracefully tapered legs, echoing the silhouette seen in all the occasional tables in our Series 2 Collection.
Inspired by the lean lines of Frank Lloyd Wright’s prairie-style architecture and the memory of the beautiful Torii archway in Japan, our distinctive Classic Truss Table received a U.S. patent for its innovative aesthetics and appearance. As seen in the chairs shown here, our original chair back design is highlighted by a sliding lumbar support that adjusts the chair back to the shape of your spine.

Informed by the Past—Modern by Design

Classic Truss Table
Our refined dining table design also works well as a conference or library table, as seen on page 14. Available in three standard sizes. Optional extension leaves add 32", providing seating for four additional guests.

Classic Side Chair & Cantilever Armchair
Whether for an extended telephone conversation or lengthy after-dinner discussion, these chairs encourage those who sit in them to linger much longer than with stiff-backed chairs. The Armchair version has uniquely angled, cantilevered armrests to support the upper body in ergonomic comfort.

Series 3 Mirror with Shelf
With its graceful Eastern lines, this piece complements the subtle curving of our Series 2 and Series 3 designs. Mirror also available without shelf.

Series 2 Asideboard
It is not uncommon for us to get customer requests to customize a piece to fit a specialized need. This design was so attractive and practical, we are introducing it as our compact Asideboard. A demi-sized version of our Series 2 Sideboard, it fits nicely in settings that call for more modest storage needs.

Informed by the Past—Modern by Design

Inspired by the lean lines of Frank Lloyd Wright’s prairie-style architecture and the memory of the beautiful Torii archway in Japan, our distinctive Classic Truss Table received a U.S. patent for its innovative aesthetics and appearance. As seen in the chairs shown here, our original chair back design is highlighted by a sliding lumbar support that adjusts the chair back to the shape of your spine.
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Experience Superior Comfort

All of Douglas Green’s seating designs share a level of ergonomic engineering rarely attained in the world of residential furniture. Each is the result of painstaking trial and error that requires prototyping many versions before the desired result is achieved. The goal is to arrive at a final form that comfortably fits the widest range of human heights and shapes. A sliding lumbar support that fine-tunes the chair back to the shape of your spine, first offered in our Classic Chair, is elegantly adapted in our Series 2 Chairs and Stools.

Series 2 Bench Chair
Serves as auxiliary seating in any room or stands in as a desk chair in tight work space.

Classic Café Chair
The Classic Café Chair back is simpler and a few inches shorter than the Classic Side Chair back, making it a good pairing with our Writing Desk or smaller dining tables.

Round Classic Pedestal Table
Handsome addition to kitchen, dining room or library.

“Just looking at the furniture, you immediately see Green Design’s wonderful creativity and construction quality. But only when you work with them do you recognize the full extent of their commitment to excellence and customer service. Creating my sideboard was a delightful experience from start to finish, and now I have a piece of furniture that I love every single day.”

Karen T., California

Classic Counter Stool
Extended-conversation comfort reaches new heights with our Classic Counter and Bar Stools. They feature the same sliding lumbar support as in our Classic Dining Chair.

Series 2 Bench
Designed as alternative seating for our dining tables, this bench performs double duty as a coffee table, small television platform or plant display stand. Available in three lengths.

Classic Sideboard
Light and spacious, our Classic Sideboard features three drawers and two frame-and-panel doors.
Introducing the Doza Bed

Strong Eastern inspiration blends with hints of Art Deco. The Doza Bed design evolved from listening to the many requests for a traditional bed-frame construction with a more compact and curvaceous look. The shaped form of the headboards and footboards adds soft, fluid lines to the bed's appearance.

Precision engineering, with center hung wooden drawer glides providing smooth opening and closing.

The long curving lines of the top rails are accentuated by the carving away of cherry at the intersections with the legs and rails. Curved and flexible headboard slats provide comfortable reading support for those who love to stay up late with a good book.

Series 2 Bedside Table
A graceful combination with any of our beds. The bottom floating shelf of this table allows you to keep your current read or important items close at hand.

Series 2 End Table
The 22” End Table is just the right height for use in the bedroom, living room or family room.

Classic Six-Drawer Bureau
Ideal for extra storage in limited space. Available in Four-Drawer Dresser style. Both pieces also can be made with the double-curved Series 2 top.
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A Legacy for Generations

Series 2 Anniversary Cabinet
A very versatile cousin to our Anniversary Chest, this cabinet has a frame-and-panel door and four shelves. Adds graceful storage to most any space in the house.

Series 2 Bedside Cabinet
The Series 2 Bedside Cabinet is available in two heights. The 22" version is a good pairing with our Series 2 Platform Bed, and the 28" option is just right for our Classic or Doza beds or set next to a sofa.

Our woodworkers take tremendous pride in the artful matching of wood grains to compose a continuous flow of color and character across the face of a cabinet. The time-consuming and painstaking process of tracking each board through production to achieve an exceptional result exemplifies the individual care and attention given to every single piece.

Classic Bed
The Classic Bed hints of Eastern influence, foreshadowing the Series 2 design. Its clean lines provide a peaceful ambience for any bedroom.

Series 2 Eight-Drawer Dresser
This spacious dresser has precision-engineered drawers that move effortlessly along center-guided, side-hung drawers. Recessed pulls sculpted into the drawers are comfortable to use and keep the dresser’s face free of hardware. Also available with a Classic top.

Graceful arched back curves for comfortable back support
Douglas Green's thoughtful use of materials and inventive techniques has resulted in an undeniable design evolution throughout our collections. Series 2 initiated curving lines that shaped tabletops and door panels then moved to carving entire components in fluid lines. Building upon all of this, the new shapes of the Doza and Series 3 collections are carved in profile and relief. Green Design Furniture's ingenious patented sliding dovetail assembly virtually eliminates the use of metal fasteners. Uniquely shaped recessed drawer pulls leave furniture designs uncluttered by traditional hardware. Our carved keyhole detail and diamond-shaped walnut inlays have become signature design elements.

A Designer’s Expression in Every Detail

Series 2 Platform Bed
A graceful combination of traditional and platform bed design elements. Creating a light, floating profile, the mattress rests on ash slats below the surrounding solid cherry ledge. The headboard is set at the ideal angle for reading.

Doza Keyhole Bench
With a curving leg profile and truss support, our new benches can alternate as a nightstand, occasional table or even a compact coffee table in a smaller room. At 25”, 42” and 62” lengths, the benches can fill a variety of seating needs. Also available as a cushioned, upholstered Bench Chair. Available in two versions: the Doza Keyhole Bench with twin trusses or the Doza Bench, shown on page 10.

Series 2 Demi Armoire
This elegant storage cabinet brings order and harmony to any room. Three adjustable shelves, and a choice of solid wood frame-and-panel doors or rippled, water-textured glass doors.
Setting a New Standard for Comfort...

Introducing Doza Seating
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To place your order call 800-853-4234
www.greendesigns.com
267 Commercial Street, Portland, Maine 04101

Please visit us at our store, or make arrangements for a tour of our workshop!